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Aircraft Structures International Corporation (ASIC) is a Licensed Repair Station with the FAA
YS1R649K, EASA EASA.145.5989 and Indonesia 145/58800. Our 69,000 sq. ft. facility is centrally
located in the US at Enid, Oklahoma. ASIC has repaired aircraft and structural components ranging from
the Cessna 150 to the Gulfstream III and has gained the reputation of being the world leader in
rebuilding the Cessna Caravan.
We have the tooling and holding fixtures to rebuild every Caravan structural component, no matter how
severe the damage. The sheet metal skills of ASIC’s technicians are second to none. ASIC is ready to use
these skills in rebuilding your Caravan. Our ability to retrieve damaged aircraft from anywhere in the
world, whether it be in the jungles of Africa or submerged in the Amazon River, is unmatched.
The highly trained craftsmen at ASIC are meticulous in their efforts to ensure that work undertaken by
the corporation complies with all safety standards and regulations while maintaining a high quality
finish.
Since many aircraft work for a living, we know that down time is very costly and must be kept to a
minimum. An inventory of parts, flight controls, and wings in excess of $10,000,000.00 are kept in
stock by ASIC.
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History of ASIC
ASIC began as Stowers Aircraft Corporation in 1978, located at an off-airport facility in Pond Creek,
Oklahoma.
In 1984, the corporation moved from its humble beginnings in the back of an old bank building to a
newly constructed hangar in Berryville, Arkansas. The founder of the corporation, Mickey A. Stowers,
continued to hone his skills as an aircraft rebuilder and aircraft tooling fabricator for the years leading up
to 1992. During 1992, he relocated his corporation to Enid, Oklahoma, changing the name to ASIC. His
intent was to convey to the aviation community a better understanding of what the corporation was and
where it was heading.
Shortly after ASIC's move to Enid, the corporation changed its work scope to deal exclusively with the
Cessna 208 Caravan. After fabrication of the tooling and fixtures, which enabled ASIC to rebuild any
structural component of the Caravan, ASIC has attained the position as the "World Leader" in Caravan
rebuilding. Making this possible was the hard work and dedication of the staff and technicians.
Our firm has designed and fabricated tooling, as well as manufactured parts for Bombardier Aerospace
such as: fuel cells, cowling, engine mounts, fairings, flaps, and access doors. ASIC is presently in the
process of developing numerous STC’s to improve the versatility and performance of the Caravan.
Today ASIC travels the world over, retrieving and rebuilding aircraft for numerous major companies.
Our technicians are highly skilled and with their “can do” attitude and expert craftsmanship, ASIC’s
quality and ability is second to none.
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Our Mission, Goals and Values
The mission of ASIC is to offer quality products and services to our aviation customers by meeting their
requirements. Our goal is to produce a product delivered to the customer with zero defects along with
dutiful regards to our employees' welfare. We accomplish these objectives through managing our
resources and assets to foster a profitable environment for the ASIC stakeholders.
ASIC's employees, their welfare and concerns are very important to the success of the company.
Understanding and acceptance of this fundamental principle is essential to building long lasting business
relationships. It is the intention of the company to encourage a working environment, based on mutual
trust and confidence, which will provide opportunities for individual effort and reward. Every employee
is considered a member of our company team. Our success as a company is built on the recognition of
the skills and efforts made by each employee, and our policy is to work with all members of this team in
a fair and friendly manner, and treat each team member with dignity and respect. The management, as
part of this team, will continuously work together with all employees for the benefit of our present and
prospective customers and suppliers in order to improve the company's competitive position, which will
enable the company to accomplish the following two goals:.
1. To provide superior jobs for all team members of ASIC; and
2. To guarantee customer satisfaction with the provision of high quality products and services.
General conditions such as safety, cleanliness, and employee accommodations will be evaluated
periodically for improvement, and will always compare favorably with good industry practice.
Management will meet with any team member to discuss suggested improvements in working
conditions. The company will honor and abide by the provisions of this employee handbook. Overall,
ASIC will expect everyone to devote their best efforts to conduct an expanding business within which an
atmosphere of harmony with opportunity for all will prevail. With this in mind, we adhere to the
following values:
1. Safety - Safety is the only thing more important than the customer.
2. Commitment - Pursue the best, good is not enough.
3. Balance - Establish unity of purpose and direction for the organization.
4. Persistent - Continuous improvement of the organization's overall performance.
5. Empowerment - Employees at all levels and their full involvement are the essence of the
company.
6. Innovation - Creating the best STCs for the Cessna Caravan.
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Services Offered
Major structural repairs and rebuilding for Cessna Caravan
Control surface and wing rebuilding, repair or exchange
Caravan and PT6A-114 parts sales
Worldwide damaged aircraft retrieval
Aircraft Maintenance for Cessna Caravan
Caravan main landing gear removal, Inspection and re-installation
Repair Procedure and Overhaul for the Caravan Nose Gear
Avionics Installation
Caravan Aircraft Sales
Composite Repair
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Recovery and Repair
ASIC has the tooling and holding fixtures to rebuild every Caravan structural component, no matter how
severe the damage.
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Press Releases
AVIONICS NEWS
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DEUTSCHE POST GHL GROUP
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ASIC’s STC’s
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STC - Jack Pad
ASIC’s Jack Pad STC for Cessna Caravans that has improved safety and stability for jacking of the
aircraft as well as reducing aircraft downtime for your customer. This STC (SA10840SC), (EASA
10040586), (ANAC 2012S12-04) is a set of auxiliary jack pads that attach to the upper wing strut bolt
and an adapter for the tail hook. The wing jack pads have a point that extends through the strut cover for
jacking. After installation, the wing jack pads remain on the aircraft. The tail adaptor is installed on the
tail stand and is removed from the aircraft before flight. Just jack the aircraft up to do the desired
maintenance, such as changing tires, landing gear corrosion inspection or weight and balance. No need
for a crane or hoist to remove, install or repair floats.

ASIC'S jack pads are easy to install with very little modification to the aircraft.
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Make weight and balance easy with floor scales or load cells on the jack.

ASIC’S jack pads make installing removing and performing retract tests on floatplanes easy.
www.asic.aero
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STC - Standby Flap Switch
ASIC’s Standby Flap Switch STC for Cessna Caravans that has improved safety for the operation of the
flap system as well as reducing aircraft downtime for your customer.
As installed the normal airplane flap system is equipped with a standby motor which may be utilized in
the event of primary system failure. However, the current system as installed does not include any
method to protect the structure from over extending the system at either the upper or lower end of the
flap travel. When the system is over extended structural damage will occur.
In order to prevent this over travel a modification to the existing system will install environmentally
sealed micro switches that will limit the travel of the flap when operated by the standby motor. This
STC (SA11115SC), (EASA 10043724), (ANCA Pending) also changes the wiring at the
NORMAL/STANDBY switch to prevent inadvertent movement of the standby system when in normal
mode.

Wire installation complete. Loking forward.
32

Wire installation complete. Looking aft.
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STC - Cargo Pod Lights
ASIC’s Cargo Pod Lights STC (SA11054SC), (EASE 10041470), (ANAC 2013S03-12) is an LED
lighting package that is installed in the cargo pod of the aircraft. The lighting package consists of 3
lights (208) or 4 lights (208B), a timer, conduit, mounting hardware and wire harnesses. The lights are
mounted over each cargo pod door opening. The 1/2 amp needed for the lights is supplied from the
existing Cessna cargo lighting system. A timer is used to turn off the LED lights after 30 minutes of
operation.
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STC - Pilot and Copilot Lower Door Panels
ASIC’s STC (SA01747WI) EASA STC (10051343) for the Cessna Caravan that will replace and
improve the lower door panels of older aircraft and are a direct replacement for door panels on newer
aircraft.
The Pilot and Copilot Lower Door Panels will replace the existing lower door panels currently installed
on your aircraft. Aircraft built prior to serial number 208-0396 and B1171 require STC approval. This
installation of the ASIC lower door panels will add a map pocket with the ability to stow 10-15 lbs. of
equipment. For installations on newer aircraft, the ASIC door panel is a direct replacement to the
OEM. Multiple color options are available for the new lower door panels. Currently, ASIC has Cloud
Grey, Columbia Grey, and Columbia Light Grey in stock.
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STC - Phoenix I

ASIC’s STC SA01850WI (PHOENIX I) for the Cessna 208 and 208B Caravan. The PHOENIX I is one
of two STC’s that will reset the Special Inspection Documents (SID) times and cycles to “Zero Time
Since New” on the inspections. See example on next page. This STC provides operators a cost-effective
solution to the costly downtime brought on by repetitive inspections associated with their aging aircraft
fleet.
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Example: Cessna 208B0000, N000XX, TT 12,500.0, TC 15,000.
All inspection times and cycles reset to “0” for the fowling inspections.
Figure

Structure Affected

SID

Inspect Task

Inspect Doc

Next INSP

1

Lower FWD Carry-Thru
Bulkhead

53-20-03

53-10-00-253

05-15-16

TT 25,000.0
STC adds 12,500 Hours.
Before Next Inspection

1

Fuselage to Strut
Attach Fitting Lugs
(Nominal Standard Bolt Size)
(Severe Inspection)

53-20-07

53-10-00-253

05-15-MG

TT 17,500
STC adds 5,000 Hours.
Before Next Inspection

1

Fuselage to Strut
Attach Fitting Lugs
(Nominal Standard Bolt Size)
(Typical Inspection)

53-20-07

53-20-07-250

05-15-MH

TT 22,500.0
STC adds 10,000 Hours.
Before Next Inspection

1&2

Fuselage to Wing Carry-Thru
Attach Fitting Lugs

53-20-02

53-10-00-252

05-15-MF

TT 32,500.0
STC adds 20,000 Hours.
Before Next Inspection

1&2

Fuselage to Wing Carry-Thru
Attach Fitting

53-20-06

53-10-00-256

05-15-16

TT 25,000.0
STC adds 12,500 Hours.
Before Next Inspection

2

Main Landing Gear Fitting

53-20-04

53-10-00-254

05-15-19

TC 40,000
STC adds 25,000 Cycles
Before Next Inspection

2

Main Landing Gear
Attach Fittings and
Aft Carry-Thru Bulkhead

53-20-05

53-10-00-255

05-15-16

TT 25,000.0
STC adds 12,500 Hours.
Before Next Inspection

3

Flap Tracks
Inboard, Center

57-50-01

57-10-00-254

05-15-MD

TC 30,000
STC adds 15,000 Cycles
Before Next Inspection

3

Flap Tracks
Outboard

57-50-01

57-10-00-255

05-15-MD

TC 30,000
STC adds 15,000 Cycles
Before Next Inspection

The “Zero Time Since New” Inspection Requirements for replacement fittings, and their supporting
structure, on Cessna 208 S/Ns 20800001 and on, and 208B S/Ns 208B0001 and on, reset the inspection
requirements presented in the above table. Hence the next inspection interval, after the replacement of
fittings, splices, and stiffeners per this STC, equal the initial inspection interval. All subsequent
inspections equal the recurring inspections presented in the above table. In addition to the inspection
requirements the bolt and rivet holes in the mating aircraft structure that supports the fittings, which are
not replaced by this STC, undergo HFEC surface probe.
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Figure 1
The above figure shows the parts in red to be replaced for the SID’s listed below.
05-15-16

Lower Forward Carry-Thru Bulkhead Special Detailed Inspection

05-15-16

Fuselage to Wing Carry-Thru Attach Fitting and Bulkhead Special Detailed Inspection

05-15-MF

Fuselage to Wing Carry-Thru Attach Fitting Lugs Special Detailed Inspection

05-15-MG

Fuselage to Strut Attach Fitting Lugs (Nominal Standard Bolt Size) (Severe Inspection
Compliance) Special Detailed Inspection

05-15-MH

Fuselage to Strut Attach Fitting Lugs (Nominal Standard Bolt Size) (Typical Inspection
Compliance) Special Detailed Inspection
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Figure 2
The above figure shows the parts in red to be replaced for the SID’s listed below.
05-15-16

Main Landing Gear Attach Fittings and Aft Carry-Thru Bulkhead Special Detailed
Inspection

05-15-19

Main Landing Gear Fitting Special Detailed Inspection

05-15-MF

Fuselage to Wing Carry-Thru Attach Fitting Lugs Special Detailed Inspection

www.asic.aero
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Figure 3
The above figure shows the parts to be replaced for the SID’s listed below.
05-15-MD Center Flap Track and Inboard Flap Track Special Detailed Inspection
05-15-MD Outboard Flap Track Special Detailed Inspection
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STC - Phoenix II

ASIC’s STC SA01919WI (PHOENIX II) for the Cessna 208 and 208B Caravan. The PHOENIX II is
one of two STC’s that will reset the Special Inspection Documents (SID) times and cycles to zero on the
inspections. See example below. This STC will provide operators a cost-effective solution to the costly
downtime brought on by repetitive inspections associated with their aging aircraft fleet.
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Example: Cessna 208B0000, N000XX, TT 20,000.
All inspection times and cycles reset to “0” for the fowling inspections.
Figure

Aircraft Structure Affected

SID

Inspect Task

Inspect Doc

Next INSP

1

Cargo and Passenger Door
Doublers - Special Detailed
Inspection

53-20-01

53-10-00-251

05-15-15

TT 27,500
STC adds 7,500 Hours
Before Next Inspection

2

Fuselage to Horizontal Stab
53-50-01
Attach Fittings-Special Detailed
Supporting Structure Inspection

53-10-00-257

05-15-13

TT 40,000
STC adds 20,000 Hours
Before Next Inspection

2

Vertical Stabilizer
53-50-02
Attach Points-Special Detailed
Inspection

53-10-00-258

05-15-13

TT 40,000
STC adds 20,000 Hours
Before Next Inspection

2

Vertical Stabilizer
53-50-02
Attach Points-Special Detailed
Inspection

53-10-00-259

05-15-17

TT 36,500
STC adds 16,500 Hours
Before Next Inspection

3

Horizontal Stabilizer Forward
and Aft Attach Points Special Detailed Inspection

55-10-01

55-10-00-250

05-15-13

TT 40,000
STC adds 20,000 Hours
Before Next Inspection

3

Horizontal Stabilizer Spars Special Detailed Inspection

55-10-02

55-10-00-251

05-15-13

TT 40,000
STC adds 20,000 Hours
Before Next Inspection

3

Horizontal Stabilizer Spars Special Detailed Inspection

55-10-02

55-10-00-252

05-15-18

TT 37,500
STC adds 17,500 Hours
Before Next Inspection

4

Vertical Stabilizer Spars Special Detailed Inspection

55-30-01

55-30-00-250

05-15-13

TT 40,000
STC adds 20,000 Hours
Before Next Inspection

4

Vertical Stabilizer Spars Special Detailed Inspection

55-30-01

55-30-00-251

05-15-17

TT 36,000
STC adds 16,500 Hours
Before Next Inspection

The “Zero Time Since New” Inspection Requirements for replacement fittings spars, and their
supporting structure, on Cessna 208 S/Ns 20800001 and on, and 208B S/Ns 208B0001 and on, reset the
inspection requirements presented in the above table. Hence the next inspection interval, after the
replacement of fittings, splices, and stiffeners per this STC, equal the initial inspection interval. All
subsequent inspections equal the recurring inspections presented in the above table.
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Figure 1
The above figure shows the parts in red to be replaced for the SID’s listed below.
05-15-15 Cargo and Passenger Door Doublers - Special Detailed Inspection
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Figure 2
The above figure shows the parts in red to be replaced for the SID’s listed below.
05-15-13

Fuselage to Horizontal Stabilizer Attach Fittings -Special Detailed Inspection

05-15-13

Vertical Stabilizer Attach Points Special Detailed Inspection
(Typical Inspection Compliance)

05-15-17

Vertical Stabilizer Attach Points Special Detailed Inspection
(Severe Inspection Compliance)
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Figure 3
The above figure shows the parts in red to be replaced for the SID’s listed below.
05-15-13

Horizontal Stabilizer Forward and Aft Attach PointsSpecial Detailed Inspection

05-15-13

Horizontal Stabilizer Spars -Special Detailed Inspection3
(Typical Inspection Compliance)

05-15-18

Horizontal Stabilizer Spars Special Detailed Inspection
(Severe Inspection Compliance)
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Figure 4
The above figure shows the parts in red to be replaced for the SID’s listed below.
05-15-13

Vertical Stabilizer Spars Special Detailed Inspection
(Typical Inspection Compliance)

05-15-17

Vertical Stabilizer Spars Special Detailed Inspection
(Severe Inspection Compliance)
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Aircraft Leasing
Caravan-International Leasing Inc. (CILI) is a sister company to ASIC and has been established to ease
the process of managing aircraft portfolios for domestic and international use of our Cessna Caravan
aircraft.

CILI was formed for the distinct purpose of leasing Cessna Caravans. ASIC has the ability to configure
Caravans to the specific mission of the customer, this combined with its ability to update airframes to
provide cost of operation values similar to a new aircraft. This program is officially known as the
Phoenix I/II Caravan. Combining ASIC’s abilities with the lower capital outlay of an updated airframe
lets the leasing company offer more attractive rates to the lessee.
No other organization can offer you all of these benefits rolled into one agreement and at these rates.
All models are eligible for the Phoenix I/II Caravan program whether you need a Cessna Caravan,
Grand Caravan, Super Cargomaster or Float plane.
To create a cost effective aircraft ASIC starts with a mature airframe and minimizes the associated
service cost of a higher time airframe by incorporating the FAA approved STC Phoenix I/II Caravan
program removing the non-destructive testing currently required. A complete description of the FAA
approved STC is on the next page. Combining this with a factory new Pratt & Whitney PT6A-114A
engine and a factory new Hartzell propeller, both with new warranties and will provide an outstanding
value with operating costs approaching a new aircraft. Another benefit is the combination of the PT6A114A and the 208B airframe that is no longer available from the factory. ASIC can also equip the
aircraft with a factory new Pratt & Whitney PT6A-140, the new -140 provides additional horsepower at
low altitude. This gives the CILI costumer their choice of engines.
Benefits of a CILI lease:
Mission specific aircraft
New PT6A-114A/-140
New Hartzell propeller
Attractive lease rates
60
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Avionics are typically updated with Garmin avionics combining G600 with two GTN 750’s providing a
modern touch screen panel. Specific customer needs can be met on an individual bases.

ASIC is unique in its ability to develop a procedure that drives out the cost of ownership caused by
inspections that the manufacturer has dictated to maintain structural integrity of the aircraft through a
Non-Destructive testing procedure known as Eddy Current. This is a process that in critical areas of the
aircraft the attaching hardware is removed and sensors are placed in the structural fittings looking for
fatigue cracks. This is a repetitive inspection and with long periods of down time causing operators to
look for alternate lift sources impacting profitability. For example, most of the inspections the first
interval is at 12,500 operating hours followed by the same inspection only 2,500 hours later and then
repeating every 2,500 hours. The cost of the inspection and the down time interval is increased on an
hourly rate by five times. This makes a cost effective aircraft into something that no one wants to
operate.
The ASIC FAA Approved STC replaces the fittings originally installed by the manufacturer and starts
the calculation for the next inspection at “zero” and not a short 2500 hours later. This eliminates these
major downtime inspections through the next 12,500 hours. The marketing name for the procedure is
“Phoenix I/II Caravan”.
The Phoenix Caravan procedure to replace the fittings that eliminates the inspection requires special
tooling along with training that is not available in any place other than ASIC, the FAA Approved STC
has been issued to ASIC and is not available to any other facility nor can it be performed in any other
location than ASIC.
This combination of new engine and propeller combined with state of the art avionics and the Phoenix
Caravan airframe upgrade create a mission ready Caravan at approximately 50% of the cost of a new
airframe. With expensive inspection costs mitigated by the changes in the Phoenix Caravan the operator
can afford to operate the mature airframe saving thousands in lease payments.
Contact info for Caravan-International Leasing Inc.
Mickey Stowers Owner/President
Phone: 775-230-0253
email: mstowers@cilileasing.com

Scott Bengtson
Phone: 775-230-0253
email: scott@cilileasing.com

www.asic.aero

Tashanna Luttrell Accounts Receivable/Payable
Phone: 580-242-5907
email: tashannal@cilileasing.com
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Nose Gear Repair Procedure
ASIC offers a reliable and superior overhaul solution for the Cessna Caravan nose gear assembly. ASIC
will strip, clean, NDI all parts, repair the nose gear link and repaint your nose gear to provide a costeffective processes to get your aircraft back into service quickly.
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Composite Repair
ASIC offers an economical repair for all of the Caravans composite fairings and cargo pods.
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Contact Our Team
Office:
Mickey Stowers
Phone: 580-599-0577

Owner/President
email: mstowers@asic.aero

Kay Stowers

Owner / Senior VP
email: kstowers@asic.aero

Scott Bengtson
Phone: 580-599-0578

General Manager / Inspector
email: scott@asic.aero

Bonnie Haley
Phone: 580-599-0585

Human Resources
email: bonnie@asic.aero

Tashanna Luttrell
Phone: 580-242-5907

Accounts Receivable/Payable
email: tashannal@asic.aero

Ryan McGuire
Phone: 580-599-0584

Inspector
email: ryan@asic.aero

Production:
Michael Burnett
Phone: 580-599-0583

Production Manager / Inspector
email: michael@asic.aero

Composite:
Marty McCaslin
Phone: 580-599-0579

VP / Inspector / Engineering
email: marty@asic.aero

Research and Development:
Marty McCaslin
Phone: 580-599-0579

VP / Inspector / Engineering
email: marty@asic.aero

Mike Benson
Phone: 580-242-5907

Drafting
email: mbenson@asic.aero

Leighton Milsap
Phone: 580-599-0582

Drafting
email: lmilsap@asic.aero

Ron Wade
Phone: 580-242-5907

ISO 9001 Contact
email: rwade@asic.aero

Sharen Preston
Phone: 580-599-0580

FedEx Inventory Manager
email: spreston@asic.aero

Laura Wade
Phone: 580-599-0581

Parts Manager
email: laura@asic.aero

Cindy Benson
Phone: 580-242-5907

email: parts@asic.aero

Mandi Purdum
Phone: 580-242-5907

email: mandi@asic.aero

Parts:

Machine Shop:
David Nichols
Phone: 580-242-5907
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Machine Shop Manager
email: david@asic.aero
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